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The Steel Horses Cruising

Motorcycles Social Club Inc
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Lord Stanley Hotel,
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The opinions expressed in this
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Membership is open to Riders
and Pillions of Cruiser and
Tourer motorcycles & Social
Members.
The
annual
membership
subscription is $36 for Riders,
Pillions and Social Members.
There is a once-only joining fee
($40) on top of the annual
membership fee, which covers
the cost of Patch, Insignia and
other Club costs.
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Members can view the Rules
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* Personnel
* The President's Report: Jak’s Facts.
* Hippy & Roach’s camping trip on Bribie Island 10th to 13th August 2019
* South Ride Report - 11th August 2019
* Joe Diner Bike Night – 17th August 2019
* West Ride Report – 18th August 2019
* Pyro’s overnighter to Tin Can Bay – 24th to 25th August 2019
* South Ride Report - 1st September 2019
* Jak’s Great Ocean Road Ride - 3rd September 2019
* West Ride Report – 8th September 2019
* Ace’s “Caption this photo” challenge
* 10th Anniversary & AGM Flyer - 13th & 14th September 2019
* Poker Run Flyer - 24th November 2019
* Homeless Helpers Christmas Cruise Flyer - 1st December 2019
* Motorcycle Roadworthys Advert
* FOR SALE: Club Merchandise for sale.
* Ride Calendar for September & October 2019.

With the colder months the rides have not been well attended with the exception of the
West ride to Queen Mary Falls on the 18th August. This ride was requested months ago
by Winnie and as she is going through some health problems at the moment it was nice
to have a large turnout of members to wish Winnie well on her upcoming treatment.
The AGM will be the weekend of the 14th and 15th September. Mac will lead
the ride, leaving the West ride point at 9.30am on Saturday the 14th. The
majority of members have nominated to attend so it should be a great weekend.
I encourage as many as possible to join the ride to Stanthorpe.
As my year as president rolls to a close I would like to thank all the committee members
and other members who put so much in to running the club successfully. In particular
Hippy and Roach who apart from hosting various social events, maintain the website and
produce the monthly newsletter that are both necessities for keeping club members
informed.
Cheers
Jak

wheels turnin' 'round and 'round ...you go back, Jak, and do it again

For the past 4 months Hippy has been working very hard on our camper trailer. Making several improvements and modifications in
anticipation for our first camping trip using this camper. Hippy thought his final tweaks were completed but around 2pm Friday arvo the
tow hitch shat itself and exploded.... bugger..... A mad dash to Acacia Ridge to buy a new one. Then it was back to our place to attach the
new tow hitch. With the new tow hitch in place the safety chain was now too short, so it was off to Bunnings to buy more chain. Just
after 5pm everything was sorted and we were ready to load up the camper for our long weekend adventure. Hippy moved the camper
onto the driveway for the night, filled the water tank, then we began loading up the Jeep and the camper.
Saturday morning I was up a 6.30am to get food sorted for birds Ruby & Sweetie for the next few days as we had a friend stopping over
daily to check up on them a feed them while we were away (THANKS HEAPS SCOTTY :) for looking after the girls... and the fish). Hippy
packed the last remaining items and we were on the road by 9am. We arranged to meet up with friends Kim & Sue at the BP Caboolture
North bound at 10am. Hippy refuelled the thirsty Jeep at the BP and we stopped for brekkie and a chin wag before heading to Bribie.
11.20am we were heading off in the Jeep while Kim and Sue were travelling behind us in their new Mazda flat bed Ute with Aussie
Roadrunner 'pop top' RV. Traffic was great with us making good time and arriving at the Bribie Island Recreational Area - Northern
Access Track entry by midday. This was our first trip to Bribie and we were unsure of the road conditions that lay before us. We all
assumed the track would be firm sand & gravel so the guys opted to begin the drive without 'airing down'. We were booked in at the
Poverty Creek Camp ground which is about 8kms from the beginning of the Northern Access track. We got about 2km's into the drive
and found ourselves driving through VERY soft, loose sand. It didn't take long for the Jeep to bog itself as our camper and Jeep were
loaded on the 'heavy' side. As Kim was travelling a good distance behind us Hippy suggested he not drive the same line as us and take a
track to the right of us. Once Kim arrived to where Hippy had stopped, Hippy and Kim both 'aired down'. Hippy had a go at driving the
Jeep out of the hole it was digging, but there was still too much air in the tyres. He ended up airing the Jeep down to 15psi and the
camper down to 10psi. Another go at driving the Jeep out of the hole, but it was a no go. Hippy ended up winching himself out of the
hole.
45 mins since we entered the track we were out of the first hole and we were about to tackle the next obstacle. As we approached
another rather soft sandy part of the track when we came across a lady with 4 kids towing a camper. This was her first time driving this
track too and she thought it was going to be an easy track, so she took all her recovery gear out of vehicle and left it at home before
driving to Bribie. All the kids were out of the car and she was on the ground scraping sand from under her car and tires. Hippy decided to
stop to lend a hand. A plan was hatched to unhook our camper from the Jeep then Hippy was going to tow her car out. Unfortunately
her car was very bogged and bellied out. Hippy had a go a towing her car but in turn ended up bogging himself and the Jeep also became
bellied out.... bugger.... There was too much tension on the rope so Hippy couldn't unhook the Jeep. Out came the high lift jack to lift the
Jeep high enough to put enough sand under the wheels and to put a buy standers max tracks under the Jeeps back wheels. Once Hippy
was out off his hole he turned the Jeep around and winched the other car out of it's hole. Both vehicles were clear by 1.50pm. We
encountered several soft patches to our camp site. Lots of high revs keeping the Jeep going and not stopping until we got to a firm patch
of sand.... there was A LOT of bouncing along the way. The Jeep was riding hard with several loud bangs and clunks before we arrived at
camp. Hippy was a bit concerned about the new 'bump stops' he installed before our trip that they were not fairing that well with the
8km drive to camp. Arriving at Poverty Creek camp grounds around 2.30pm we set up camp then sat down to a well deserved coffee. A
stroll around the camp ground with a walk out to the waters edge on sunset made for a lovely arvo. It was back to camp where Hippy
started the camp fire then cooked snags for dinner. We sat around the camp fire partaking in a few vino's for Kim and Sue, while Hippy
and I were enjoying our bourbons (I enjoyed mine a little too much and got a bit plastered..... doh....). It had been a long day so we hit
the hay around 10pm.
During the night we could hear the local wildlife rummaging around our campsite. A possum was trying to get to a rubbish bag just
outside our camper kitchenette. Rustling the bag and growling away, Hippy had to get up and put the bag inside our tent so we could go
back to sleep.... note to self to make sure no food or rubbish bags are left outside for the rest of our stay. 7.30am Sunday we were up
having coffee with pancakes for brekkie. After brekkie it was time to inspect the Jeep to see what damage had been caused from our
drive into camp. Out with the hi-lift jack again to take off the back wheels. Just as Hippy suspected the new bump stops weren't so

new any more. Both back bump stops were damaged... bugger. Hippy cut off the damaged rubber pieces from both stops. With wheels
back on Hippy removed the windows and doors so we could go beach touring in the Jeep. I set up the slow cooker to cook a slab
silverside.... (15 mins boiling in the pot then leave it in the thermal cooker for the rest of the day.... noice)....We packed drinks and
snacks then headed off along the Northern Access Track to the beach at Fort Walk with a quick stop off at Lighthouse Reach before
arriving at Fort Walk. We checked out the ruins along Fort Walk then drove down the beach to Woorim where we stopped at Mojo's for
an ice-cream. After ice-creams we drove back to camp. The soft sandy road was a lot easier to drive this time without the camper
attached. Today's ride was the first time Kim & Sue had been in a Jeep and they seemed to enjoy their first time experience. Once we
were back at camp Hippy got the fire going again. We stoked the fire for a couple of hours to get enough coals and embers ready for the
camp oven. We cooked a chicken and spuds in the camp oven which turned out to be pretty good tucker for camping. A few bevvies
around the camp fire then we hit the hay just after 10pm. No visits from the wildlife this time as all food stuffs and rubbish were packed
inside our camper.
Monday morning we had a sleep in until around 8.30am. We had a very lazy day. We didn't get up to much just veg'ing around the camp
grounds and going for a walk. We had silverside sarnies for lunch which I followed up with an arvo kip for a couple of hours while the
others enjoyed swapping stories, having coffees and a few bevvies. The evening got rather cold... we were all pretty well rugged up and
enjoying the warmth of the camp fire. It was a pretty late night for us too as our rowdy neighbour was blasting his loud music until
9.30pm. We stayed up partaking in a few bevvies until just after 11pm.
Tuesday morning we heard a bit of banging and crashing around our site. We got up around 7.30am to find the bin chickens and
maggies had raided Kim and Sue's rubbish bag and also knocked their cooker and kettle off the table. Tin foil was strewn all over the
place... darn messy bin chickens. A quick clean up then it was time to put on the billy for our morning coffee. As Tuesday was Hippy’s
birthday, Kim and Sue kindly greeted Hippy with a lovely birfdy pressie while he was having his coffee hit. Thanks guys, it was very kind
of you to think of the boy, he loved his gift. After pressies it was time to have a bit of cake (meringues) and sing-along for Hippy. Coffee
and cake completed it was time for the BIG pack up. We were all packed up by 11.30am and on our way. Once out of Bribie Recreational
Area the blokes 'aired up' their vehicles. We decided to head into Bongaree and stopped off at Pumicestone Lions Park for a picnic lunch.
After lunch it was time to head for home. We had a brief stop of in Burpengary to check out Kim's boat then we were back on the
highway heading for home.
A big thanks goes out to Kim and Sue for joining us on our long weekend adventure. We had an awesome time and we're looking
forward to the next camping trip.
As this was our first trip in the newish camper Hippy will be doing another rebuild on the camper to get the weight down. LOTS of big
mods in the making.... he's gonna be a busy boy
Cheers, Roach

Hi all, Pyro here,

It was a beautiful day for a ride and Phoenix and I got down to Yatala about
8.00 am and were meet by ex-members Storm and Nomad. Storm had
called the previous day to ask if they could tag along with us and we were
super glad they did. We chatted till the start time of 9 am and left on time.
We travelled around Jacobs Well for an hour before arriving at the Burnside
Tavern for a drink. After a short break we left for Pimpama and then some
twisties through the valley and up to Springbrook for lunch. We decided
after lunch to call the ride and head for home, seeing as Steve & Nicole are
Northers they came with us to our place for a coffee and rest before going
for home. We came down Springbrook Mudgerabah Road to the freeway
and then headed straight up the freeway so it was just over an hour to our
place. It was great to see Nomad & Storm today and I look forward to riding
with them more. The ride was a little under 250km back to Yatala. Not a
long ride but full of great twisties and less travelled roads. Hope to see you
on the next one.
Pyro

Lite em up

Ride Captain:
Pyro
Riders:
Visitors - ex members
Nomad & Storm
TEC:
Phoenix

Photos by:
Phoenix

Joe’s Diner hosts a bike night once a month. This month I tagged along for the Saturday
night meet up in Eagle Farm. We met up with Jak and a friend off ours Brad just after
5.30pm. We perused the grounds to view the many bikes on display and stall holders
before going into the diner for a fab evening meal. This event has become very popular
with a wide range of bikes and some custom vehicles attending this monthly event. We
had a great time and will be attending their September bike night on Saturday 21st.
Worth a looksee and hope to see if you can make to the next one.
Cheers, Roach

We met at the Goodna Maccas and had a great tunout for the ride. We had
Mac, Ace, Chantoozey, Disco, Hippy, Roach, Pyro, Phoenix, Sam, Rusty,
Ynot, Kat, Kim, Worker, Winnie
Winnie was feeling a bit off colour so her and Worker followed in their ute.
A glitch in my trial navigation app sent me off course early in the ride then I
got back on track for our first stop which was a brief bum rest at
Boonah. Sam and Rusty said their goodbyes as we left Boonah.
On the road again and another short detour and we were back on track to
head up through Carney's Creek where Ynot left the ride and headed home
and on to the slow, narrow, winding road leading to Queen Mary
Falls. Stopping there we waited a while for Winnie and Worker as they had
stopped at another location with a cafe and caravan park and had no phone
service. Once we were all reunited we headed off to the Killarney pub for
lunch.

wheels turnin' 'round and
'round ...you go back,
Jak, and do it again

After lunch we headed through back roads through Yangan and Swan creek
then back to the highway and our farewell stop at Aratula. We had a rest at
the Aratula BP then said our goodbyes, especially wishing Winnie the best
for her upcoming surgery.
Another great day on the road with a great crew.
Cheers

Ride Captain:
Jak
Riders:
Mac
Ace
Sam & Rusty
Disco & Chantoozy
Visitor Kat
Visitor Kim
Hippy & Roach
Pyro
Phoenix
Ynot
Travelling by Car:
Winnie & Worker
Photos by:
Roach, Mac & Stephen

Jak

wheels turnin' 'round and 'round …
you go back, Jak, and do it again

We had a two day ride going up to Tin Can Bay this weekend and we had a great
show with seven bikes and one car with Steiny in it. Leading the ride yours truly
Pyro, tail end we had Neil and Robyn on his Can Am, in the middle we had Mac,
Jak, Hippy and Roach, Kim and Sue and Phoenix. We met up at the twin BP North
bound around 8am for breakfast with most of us there just before 8am with the
plan to leave at 9am.
We travelled up the freeway to Steve Irwin Way and then up Peachester and sorry
to say we passed the rider who was missing since last Monday as we were going
to Kenilworth for our first stop. After a short break we left for Cooroy where we
were meeting Steiny for lunch. After lunch we went through the back roads and
Steiny went up the freeway straight to our destination at Tin Can Bay. We arrived
a little after three and proceeded to our rooms before meeting for Dinner at the
pub next door. The food was great and the company not too bad either.
Sunday morning came and up till that point all things were good in the world and
then I was asked if I had seen the rear tyre on Phoenix’s bike? I looked and to my
surprise it had worn out down to the belt, after breakfast and much reflection and
a few suggestions I was trying to collect the life insurance it was decided to drive
to Gympie and hire a trailer to tow the bike home. We were lucky Steiny had
come in the car and was willing to spend the rest of the day helping us get the
bike home. While Steiny, Phoenix and I collected the trailer the others had drinks
and ice creams down near the water and met us back at the hotel. Jak, Mac,
Hippy, Kim and I got the Harley on the trailer within minutes and then we were
off. We said good bye to Jak who was going to meet a friend, Steiny and Phoenix
lead towing the trailer with Mac, Kim & Sue, Hippy & Roach and Me bring up the
rear with my tail between my legs for mucking up what was a great weekend.

Ride Captain:
Pyro
Riders:
Mac
Jak
Kim & Sue
Hippy & Roach
Phoenix
TEC:
Neil & Robyn
Travelling by car:
Steiny
Photos by:
Roach, Mac & Phoenix

Neil and Robyn left us after breakfast and headed straight for home. Mac rode
with us for awhile but then had to get moving and left us in the dust. The rest of
us met up at the South bound BP at Burpengary about 3pm for a bite to eat and
then our last leg home. Kim and Sue live on the North side so went home from
there and Hippy and Roach followed me home to help get Phoenix’s bike off the
trailer, with three of us it was easy. I am in the process of getting new tyres for the
Harley. It will be all fixed and right for the weekend with new tread front and back
by Saturday. Thank you again for the super support that we received from you all
on the weekend, goes to show the depth of our club and the character of its
members. Hope to see you on the next one.
Pyro

Lite em up

Hi all, Pyro here,
Today’s ride was turned around and rode in reverse as it was Father’s day. We had a good
turn out for the ride even being Father’s day. Mac and Phoenix joined us for breakfast but
both were heading over to Mount Crosby way. Phoenix was visiting Winnie and Worker
and Mac was seeing his daughter. The rest of us headed down the freeway to the
Mudgeerabah exit and headed up the Gold Coast Springbrook Road and down Pine Creek
Road then over to Advancetown Pub for our first bum break arriving around 10.15am. After
a short break and drink we headed around Beechmont and past Canungra then left at
Tamborine Village and some more twisties and a new road we’ve not done before. Today
was the day for broken down cars and dead ones on their roof. We arrived at our lunch
destination, the pub at Burnside to meet Phoenix who was waiting for us and Kat and
Goose arrived a few minutes after us making 9 people for lunch. After lunch we had some
issues with Specs’ bike not wanting to turn over, his battery had failed. Luckily Hippy and
Roach live not too far up the road so they went home and returned with jumper cables and
their ute which helped in jumping Specs’ bike. Specs messaged us later to let us know he
got home ok and during the week he let us know he got a new battery through his work
which means he’s good for the next one. A huge thanks to Hippy and Roach for all their
assistance in getting Specs going, those two continually go above and beyond and you all
would agree that they are extremely valued members of our club. With the AGM coming
up in two weeks I look forward to seeing all of you there, be safe stay upright and check
your battery and tyres before your next run.

Pyro

Lite em up

Ride Captain:
Pyro & pillion Harley
Riders:
Specs
Rob
TEC:
Hippy & pillion Roach
Brekkie Guests:
Mac
Phoenix
Lunch Guests:
Phoenix
Visitor - Kat Lay D
Visitor - Goose
Photos by:
Roach & Phoenix

The ‘Hippy’ powered Trumpy

While in Melbourne for ten days there was predicted to be one fine day. So I hired a
Harley yesterday afternoon and left Melbourne at 5am on wet roads. I headed to the
Great Ocean Road. Wet roads most of the way down to Apollo Bay so a slow careful
trip with plenty of stops to admire the scenery. Heading back it had turned into a beautiful day and the roads were dry so a lot more pleasurable riding. All in all a great ride
and a second tick for that bucket list road.

I arrived early at the West meeting point thinking I would be first there all
alone as SuziQ was sick but Mac beat me to it. Soon after Hippy and Roach
turned up bearing gifts (for my birthday last month) thank you much appreciated you are too kind. Then Pyro arrived to make it 3 riders which was 2
more than I expected ha.
We left on time down the Warrego Hwy past colleges crossing and with a
slight detour (wrong turn) towards Lake Manchester through Kholo back
onto the Warrego briefly. We then headed towards Fernvale via Pine rivers
Rd through Borrallon onto Esk for our first stop.
After coffee and cake (pub was shut) we rode up to Hampton (60kph is
bullshit for that amazing Rd) where we stopped briefly for me to check my
bearings and this is where Pryo left to head back due to family
commitments and Mac left with him due to the cold very blustery wind.
I decided to stick to my plans to travel to Oakey of which very soon after
Hampton I regretted. Travelling over very flat farming land I felt the full
strength of the wind which made it extremely uncomfortable riding. I was
glad to get to Oakey and have a beer in the warm windless pub.

Ride Captain:
Drastic
Rider:
Mac

Soon after I left and headed towards Toowoomba quite excited about
travelling the new bypass and the wind was not as extreme on this leg. My
excitement turned to disappointment (even though I was warned) as the
bypass wasn't open to traffic Doh! Never mind onto Toowoomba and down
the range which was great as there was no wind and quite scenic and as it
got a little warmer made for a swift enjoyable ride home.
Cheers
Drastic

TEC:
Pyro
Brekkie Guests:
Hippy & Roach

Photos by:
Roach

Ace’s photo challenge
‘ Caption this’

Benelli with his iced latte with all the trimmings at Mt Glorious

Challenge accepted by Hippy
‘It’s not all beer and skittles down under’

This year marks the 10th Anniversary for Steel Horses. Our
weekend away and AGM details to be confirmed but the
ride out to Stanthorpe will be on roads less travelled. There
are twisties involved so bring your best game for this ride.
Please confirm your interest in attending our AGM with our
Ride co-ordinator Mac. Accommodation is available at The
Country Club Hotel & Motel in Stanthorpe. Please confirm
what type of accommodation you require – Hotel or Motel and the number of people in your group. Its ‘first in best
dressed’ so please let Mac know your accommodation
needs ASAP to avoid disappointment.
For those attending our AGM
Recent events highlighted the need to check your bike regularly. If
you are riding down to Stanthorpe (even if you're not) take the time
to have a good look around your bike. A quick check of tyre
condition and pressure, as well as a general once over of brakes,
lights etc could save you a lot of hassle on the trip. Look for oil leaks
or things that might require a little lube. Look for items that might
be working loose, like number plates, as well. Let’s all have a safe
trip.

Steel Horses

Poker Run
Sunday 24th November 2019
Meet at the regular South Ride meeting point.

*
*
*
*
*

So the 1st roll is at Yatala BP
2nd stop: Windaroo Golf Club
3rd stop: Burnside Tavern
4th stop: Redland Bay Hotel
5th stop & final roll: The Glen Hotel

For more details & links to everything, go to the November section of the Ride Calendar:

http://steelhorses.com.au/ride_calendar.html#1911
(We'll have lunch at the The Glen Hotel)

Cost is $5.00 per hand.
Great Prizes for the winners!!

Muster 8am
Stands Up 9am
Ride fee is per bike not per person and is $25.
In thanks for your ongoing support we are
offering $20 for club members belonging to
Clubs that have joined our rides previously, you
guys know who they are - Steel Horses, Saints,
Sisters on Steel, Ulysses, our unnamed Kiwi crew
just to name a few...
Additional ride patches are available for pillions
on the day at $5 each.
NO PREPAYMENT REQUIRED PLEASE JUST LET US
KNOW U ARE COMING SO WE CATER CORRECTLY.
We are raising money for the homeless for
Christmas as well as day to day care items so
please bring along all the toiletries and food
hamper items you would like to donate.
Here is a link to our website donation page for a
few extra ideas
www.homelesshelpers.org.au/donate
The day will be approximately 1 hour ride lead by
The Saints and your ride fee includes your raffle
tickets, ride patch & sausage sizzle.
Raffles are drawn upon your return and sausage
sizzle will also be ready then.
If you would like to volunteer on the day we can
use plenty of hands for set up, BBQing and at the
sign on/registration table so drop us a message
and we will find u a spot.

Pyro and Rosie
are having birthdays in December!
NO
HappySTEEL
Birthday HORSES
to you both! :-)
are having a birthday in September!

OK ... You're a year older, and older than you've ever been before. But you're a year younger than
you'll be next year at this time, and in fact younger than you'll ever be again! So it's all good! :-)
Personality traits of Virgos ( Aug 23 to Sep 22)

Virgo’s are highly intelligent, interested in everything and everyone and happy to be
busy with many jobs and hobbies. Many have some kind of specialised knowledge
and most are good with their hands. Their nit-picking ways can infuriate their
colleagues. They find it hard to discuss their innermost feelings and this can make
them hard to understand. In many ways, they are happier doing something practical
than dealing with relationships. These people can overdo the self-sacrificial bit and
make themselves martyrs to other people’s impractical lifestyles. They are willing to
fit in with whatever is going on and they can adjust to most things, but they mustn’t
neglect their own needs. Although excellent communicators and wonderfully witty
conversationalists, Virgo’s prefer to express their deepest feelings by actions rather
than words. Most avoid touching all but very close friends and family members and
they find lovey-dovey behaviour embarrassing. These people can be very highly
sexed and they may use this as a way of expressing love. Virgo’s are criticised a good
deal as children and are often made to feel unwelcome in their childhood homes.
They, in turn, become very critical of others and they can use this in order to wound.
Many Virgo’s overcome inhibitions by taking up acting, music, cookery or sports.
Acting is particularly common to this sign because it allows them to put aside their
fears and take on the mantle of someone quite different. They are shy and slow to
make friends but when they do accept someone, they are the loyalist, gentlest and
kindest of companions. They are great company and have a wonderful sense of
humour.. www.kellystarsigns.com/star-signs/virgo/

Go to http://www.steelhorses.com.au for the latest updates to the Ride Calendar.

